AnyTone 5555N
Adjustment and Modification

W8 “AMANL” - AMC
W14 “SSBPWR” - ALC
W4 “PWRL” - AM LOW Power
W11 “AMMOD” - Internal Mic Gain

*Adjust W8 AND W11 to control your forward drive on AM. DO NOT adjust so high you become a splatmaster!

Note: These SMT-sized potentiometers do not have “stops” at the ends of their effective range. They will simply keep turning in circles... If you adjust out of range, the reading will return to “low”. Back the adjustment back 1/8 turn when that happens and you’ll likely find the sweet spot.

“Export Mod” -- carefully melt a solder bridge over OP1.

Echo: There are no external adjustments for echo other than on/off. Set the echo time and vol using W16 and W15 to your liking. Then use the front menu adjustment to turn the echo on or off.